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1. Introduction 

Mobile applications are nowadays an increasingly used way of offering services to citizens, as cell phones are 
nowadays used by a large percentage of the population, even by older people who also end up using these devices for 
communication. with the family, among other situations. The location functionality that mobile phones have allows 
for a large number of features that can be of great value to citizens while taking public transport or even walking 
around the city. Urban mobility is nowadays particularly relevant for cities and with more emphasis on people with 
temporary or permanent reduced mobility, due to the additional challenges they feel. New technologies today have 
resources that can significantly contribute to mobility within cities through mobile phones and / or various other 
external equipment (sensors) that will certainly start to be part of future smart cities. This paper presents a case study 
in the city of Viana do Castelo, Portugal, initially described in [1] where, together with the City Council, a study on 
how to develop an app – Viana + Acessível (More Accessible Viana) -  for people with reduced mobility is being 
developed. temporary or permanent. This includes blind, deaf, autistic, pregnant women or children and people in 
wheelchairs. The application development was made along with the City Council as well as with all institutions to 
support each of the segments that the application supports. The application will allow information about taxi points in 
the city, parking points, visualization of the routes optimized for each segment and location / navigation to points of 
reference in the city. The application is in its final stage of development and will soon pass to the testing phase, a little 
delayed at this point due to COVID-19. The paper is structured as follows: the next chapter presents a state of the art 
on applications to support citizens and some specific ones regarding their mobility. In section 3, we start by providing 
an overview and the requirements; next we introduce an important aspect of the app which are routes and how they 
are calculated using Dijkstra´s algorithm; present the usability concerns and the developed prototype. Finally, we 
present conclusions of this work. 

 

2. Literature review 

2.1. Mobile apps to aid citizens 

Mobile citizen support applications are a constant in many cities around the world, with the advent of technology that 
is experiencing significant increases and progress every day. The health sector has nowadays a large number of 
applications for different audiences and with different scopes. The app entitled “Careggi Smart Hospital” is one such 
example and represents an application that was developed for Policlinica Careggi in Florence. The application 
provides hospital users with information such as the location of people, location of buildings, exits as well as medical 
records [2]. Another app is the one described in [3] aimed at the elderly with the aim of increasing and fostering 
interaction, anywhere and at any time, between the elderly and their families. The app described in [4] aims to help 
elderly people in Japan with the first signs of dementia that can be identified through problems that begin to exist in 
the manipulation of remote controls, simulated by the app in order to be able to gauge the ease of use. Fostering the 
physical and mental activity of the elderly is the objective of the app described in [5]. Other apps, in areas other than 
health, also exist to support citizens. An example is the app presented in [6] that uses the concept of crowdsourcing to 
improve disaster response, in conjunction with geographic information systems technologies. The app generates, 
collects, transmits and manages location information in real-time, enhancing universal and real-time access to data in 
an emergency. The Anecdata.org app [7] allows the hosting of projects that collect, manage and share data on climate 
change. 

2.2. Mobile apps for mobility 

In [8], the authors present the CityMapper app that provides information on urban means of transport, including 
optimization for people with reduced mobility. This app will allow the user to be able to plan his route, taking into 
account the place where he is, where he wants to go and also his profile. The CityMapper [9] and Here [10] apps fall 
into the category of apps that aim to give the user the best transportation options given their location. On the other 
hand, there are other apps that aim to improve the experience of using transport by citizens [11] [12] [13]. In terms of 
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blind people, there are also several apps that aim to give more autonomy to this segment of people. In [14], computer 
vision algorithms of images obtained through smartphones are explored to detect crosswalks as well as to determine 
the best angle to cross them. A solution that uses a Nokia N95 camera and audio to determine how safe it is to pass a 
treadmill was explored in [15]. ZebraLocalizer is an iPhone application that uses the accelerometer to allow blind 
people to identify a treadmill and align themselves with its center to pass it safely [16]. 

3. Implementation 

3.1. Overview and requirements 

The application, entitled Viana + Acessível, had until now the participation of 1 student from Product Design 
degree and 5 students from Computer Science degree over the last 4 semesters. The project started in September 2018 
and it is now getting the final stage of its development before entering the test stage in the next few months. 
Throughout this period, there were several meetings with the City Hall and the Associations that support the main 
segments.  The usability of an application of this type is of extreme importance and a careful study was made which 
is described in the next section. Regarding the application, it is being developed for Android and iOS and with the 
main requirements: 

• Allow the user to choose his condition among 6 possible (people in wheelchairs, deaf people, visually impaired 
people, autists, pregnant ladies or small children, elderly or people with reduced mobility.  

• Inform of taxi points and allow navigation to each one (in an optimized way considering the segment) 
• Inform of parking spaces and allow navigation to each one (in an optimized way considering the segment) 
• Inform of main reference points of the city and navigation to each one (in an optimized way considering the 

segment) 
• Inform of routes within the city optimized for the segment (in an optimized way considering the segment) 

3.2. Routes  

A crucial aspect of this project, fundamental for the navigation functionality, was the definition of optimized routes 
by each association so that routes given to the citizen, from its current location to an intended destiny, are optimized 
at its maximum. Example of the routes obtained for each main segment are represented in Figure1. Figure 1a) 
represents routes for autists with annotation of streets that have no traffic (which are safer), streets with loud and/or 
unexpected noises and streets that usually have more people and therefore should be avoided. Figure 1b) represents 
the optimized routes for people in general with reduced mobility. These routes were the starting point for studying the 
best way to develop an algorithm that informs the best route. The best route is one that takes into account the person's 
segment and uses the optimized routes during most of the route. In some cases, there are no optimized routes along 
the entire route, and it is necessary that part of the route uses non-optimized sub-routes. To determine the best path, 
the Dijkstra algorithm was used, which we describe in more detail in the next section. 
 

  

Fig. 1. (a) optimized routes for autists; (b) optimized routes for all other people with reduced mobility 
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3.3. Dijkstra Algorithm 

Overview 
Dijkstra's algorithm is an algorithm for finding the shortest paths between nodes in a graph. It was conceived by 
computer scientist Edsger W. Dijkstra in 1956 and published three years later. This algorithm has several variants. 
The original algorithm is given a starting point and an ending point, but a more common variant fixes a single node 
as the "source" node and finds shortest paths from the source to all other nodes in the graph, producing a shortest-path 
tree. The implementation of such an algorithm usually follows the following steps: 

1. Mark the initial node with a current distance of 0 and the rest with infinity. 
2. Set the non-visited node with the smallest current distance as the current node. 
3. For each neighbor of the current node, add the current distance with the weight of the edge connecting 

both nodes. If it's smaller than the current distance, set it as the new current distance. 
4. Mark the current node as visited. 
5. If there are non-visited nodes, go to step 2. 

 
Graph creation 
In this project, we had the need to use this algorithm because we had information on the optimized routes pertaining 
to each condition and, given a starting point and an ending point (such as places of interest, parking points and taxi 
points), we had the goal to obtain an optimized path between these two points. 
One situation we had to handle inside the algorithm was the possibility that the user was not inside the network of 
routes. If this happens, our solution is based on sending the user to the nearest point on the network in relation to their 
current location. In the next step, to guide the user to the intended location, it is necessary to use the Dijkstra algorithm. 
For this, we use a web services layer developed by the City Hall that return all segments of a route for a given segment 
(such as illustrated in Figure 1) which we add to a graph. The web service returns start point, end point and 
intermediary points of the segment. We only add to the graph the start and end point and create an edge between both 
with the weight equal to the distance. In the end of this process, two graphs are created: 1) one for the user's specific 
segment and 2) another graph with the union of all routes of all segments (for cases when there are no route just using 
a segment and the general one has to be used).  
 
Determining a path 
In determining a path given an origin and destination, we should consider two situations: 1) when the entire route is 
performed using an optimized route (only routes for that segment) and 2) when the route is not entirely optimized for 
the segment and needs to have sub-routes of the general route for people with reduced mobility. 
 
When the entire route is performed using an optimized route 
When the creation of the graph is complete and the user chooses the option to go to a given location (taxi, parking 
space or reference point), the shortestPath function of Dijkstra is called, which receives the start and end point as 
input parameters and returns the segments within the optimized route. After having these segments, we iterate through 
all of them and fetch the intermediary points in order to draw the entire route on the map. 
 
When the route can´t be fully optimized  
If some segments, there is no network throughout the all city and a part of the route has to use the general network, 
not specific of a given segment. In this case, the user will be notified, in the app, that certain parts of the presented 
route are not optimized so he can proceed with caution. For this situation, we use the general graph that will still give 
priority to the routes of the chosen segment but will also have general routes to fill the missing spaces. A priority to 
the segment is given because when the general graph is created, the routes of the segment of the user have the weight 
of the distance, but all others are multiplied by a factor of 2.5. After determining the most optimized path, the same 
procedure described above is followed, to present the route on the map. 
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3.4. UX Design and Disabled-Accessible Cities 

User Experience (UX) Design is the process to create products, systems or services, providing relevant meanings 
and experiences for users. It is responsible for the usability of products, winning over users and making the process 
simple and user friendly. One of the areas responsible for the success of a digital product, UX Design concerns 
structure, personality and the ability to project emotions [17]. Targeting the promotion of a disabled-accessible city, 
the mobile application Viana + Acessível involved UX Design to identify the main obstacles of the city of Viana do 
Castelo, in the northwest of Portugal, and the needs of future users. In order to improve the app performance and the 
quality of the interaction with the interface, among the available methodologies in the scope of UX Design, the 
methodology proposed by Jesse James Garrett [18] was chosen. This methodology proposes a five-plane project 
development, as shown in Table 1. 

  
Table 1. Five-plane project development | Source: Garrett [18], adapted by the Authors 
  

The Strategy Plane> The Scope Plane> The Structure Plane> The Skeleton Plane> The Surface Plane 

 
The Strategy Plane concerns the specifications for the app, taking into account its purpose and the needs of target 

users. Some meetings were held with the Viana City Council, in order to define the strategic cores of the app. Personas 
were also created as a representation of users, based on behavioral and demographic data characterizing the target 
users. Based on such data, stories were created with challenges and motivations, through fictional profiles that help 
understand those who will use the app. The Scope Plane: at this stage, together with the Viana do Castelo City Council, 
the app requirements were discussed. Some of the existing possibilities were checked, synthesizing the key cores of 
the project. The Structure Plane: this stage involved the organization of the information architecture for the app, 
defining all desired navigation between screens. The Skeleton Plane regards the organization of the app contents. A 
first sketch was made to visualize the graphic layout. These Wireframes, simple drawings usually without colors, help 
the designer understand the set of interactive elements on each screen. The Surface Plane consists of the graphic 
elements, as shown in Table 2. At this stage, the visual elements take shape. The purpose was to excel the generated 
meanings and emotions, since readability is paramount for this accessibility project. 

  
Table 2: Structure  

 
Screen Colors  Typography for Screen Pictograms 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
As for screen colors, according to Garrett [18] they influence the communication of a product/ app and help to 

remain in people’s imagination. They also affect emotions and sensations. Currently, there are several websites to 
check the overlapping of text over colors and help to identify the best compositions to ensure the optimal readability. 
Together with the City Hall, the design chosen for the app Viana + Acessível used the most vibrant colors, as shown 
on Table 2. An Open Sans font was chosen (Table 2), a sans serif font characterized by some vertical tension, open 
shapes and a neutral appearance. In addition to be a free font, it is available in several versions and with glyphs for 
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many languages. Another important factor is that it was optimized for printing interfaces and for web and mobile 
interfaces, with excellent typeface legibility and readability. ISOTYPE patterns were used in the iconography of the 
app Viana + Acessível, with simple, easy to understand pictograms and single line shapes, which can be used in 
formats such as mobile phone screens. The inverted rounded triangles as widely seen on traffic signs immediately 
attracts the user’s attention, as well as the reference to the letter “V” from Viana. Buttons and features are visible and 
easy to interpret and use, with a high comfort level. The arrangement of colors and elements on the screen also 
enhances the perception of the categories. Wheelchair users are attributed the color green; sensory impaired are orange 
and purple, temporarily impaired are pink and blue; and autists are attributed the color yellow. 

The first screen of the app introduces the Viana + Acessível program, displaying the app logo or icon, as well as 
the logo of the Viana do Castelo City Hall (institution to which it is connected). Subsequently, the first part of the user 
interaction is presented. Figure 2a) shows the screen where the user may choose his condition/category. It should be 
noted that this choice is important, since it affects all contents available in subsequent interactions with the app, 
including the colors. Once the condition is chosen, the user is taken to the next screen where he can start the interaction 
with the rest of the app. This way, UX Design allows discovering how a structure or geometry works, translating it 
into a more emotional decision. UX Design allows anticipating user decisions while navigating the platform. The 
purpose of the digital product is to present elements and components that are easy to access and use, turning urban 
obstacles into disabled-accessible cities. All the elements that make up the interface should be distributed 
harmoniously so that users can easily absorb information from the screen and interact with the digital product. The 
app Viana + Acessível thus resulted in an appealing aesthetically pleasing product, allowing comfortable navigation 
and easy information retrieving, fostering user engagement and emotional connection, bridging urban obstacles and 
user needs, connecting with users' emotions in a positive way, towards a disabled-accessible city. 

3.5. Final prototype 

Figure 2 shows the main screens of the app development. Figure 2a) shows the initial screen where the user can 
choose his condition. Based on this information, navigation will be optimized. In Figure 2b) we can see the first screen 
of the app where there is a marker for each reference point. Pressing it shows some information and allows the user 
to select to navigate there. Figure 2c) shows the navigation screen where a non-optimized route is shown. The caption 
shows information regarding the sub-segments of the route: non-optimized, advised, moderate and avoidable parts. 
Figure 2d) shows all routes of the chosen segment so the user can freely use to navigate through the city and see which 
are the most recommended routes. In this case, the user does not need to choose a destination. He simply activates the 
routes and navigates at his own will. Figure 2e) shows all taxi points. By pressing in a marker, the number of available 
places is shown as well as an option to navigate there. The screen for parking points is not shown as is very similar to 
the one regarding taxi points. 

     

Fig. 2. (a) screen for the user to choose his condition; (b) main screen with all destinations; (c) navigation screen; (d) all routes to a given 
segment; (e) taxi points 
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4. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we present a case study developed in the city of Viana do Castelo, together with the City Hall, in 
order to develop an app with the goal of helping people with reduced mobility (temporary or permanent), which 
include: people in wheelchairs, deaf people, blind and partially sighted people, people with autism, pregnant women 
or people with children and the elderly. The goal is to inform app users about taxi points, parking spaces and landmarks 
in the city, with additional information on the best navigation route to the desired location, optimized for the type of 
user segment. For this, there was a joint work with the associations of each of the segments, in order to define, for the 
historical center of the city, the best routes. Based on this information, a set of services was created by the city council, 
so that the app can obtain the best route, given a source, destination and segment. The navigation system used the 
Dijkstra algorithm for its implementation. In this paper the implementation phase was presented in detail, as well as 
the final layout of the application, practically finished. The next steps include, as soon as possible and after the 
isolation season is over due to COVID-19, tests with users from each of the segments in order to make usability tests. 
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